Data analysis from catcher foil experiment for cross sections measurement of 40Ar+144Sm reaction
An $^{40}\text{Ar}$ ion beam from cyclotron U400M irradiated a $^{144}\text{Sm}$ fixed target.

- Complete fusion reaction lead to compound nucleus formation.
- The compound nucleus is in highly excited state (so-called *Hot Fusion*).
- In order to survive it should decrease energy by evaporation of light particles like neutrons, protons and alphas ($\text{x}_n$, $\text{x}_p$, $\text{x}_a$ channels and the combination of them). Excitation functions of $\text{x}_n$ channels were measured.
- High angular momentum decreased by emission of gammas.
Experimental setup

**Exposition** 9.8 s

- Experiment worked in repetitive cycles $10+10$ s and $3+3$ s
- Exposition: The ion beam was colliding with the target and evaporation residues was implanting into the Catcher foils
- Measurement: The Catcher foils was unfolded, and neighboring detectors were detecting alpha particles from the decay of implanted evaporation residues
Beam energy degrading

- Degrader foils with different thicknesses were substituted into the beam line.
- The beam energy after degradation depends on the energy losses.
- Small energy step is optional by the foil rotation.
- Degrader mechanism was controlled remotely (closed loop with encoders).
- Desired energy was set and kept stable until alpha detectors collect enough data.
- Excitation functions were measured at different energies ($E_{lab}$ 140-240 MeV).
Energy straggling of the beam after degradation

- Energy loss straggling theoretical calculations usually don’t match experimental data [1]
- Therefore, the experimental data of energy distribution in the target were measured
- Results had shown a significant discrepancy from SRIM and Geant4 modeling
- Obtained spectra were used to estimate beam energy distribution during the experiment

\[
\Delta \Omega = \Omega_{\text{straggled}} - \Omega_{\text{beam}} \\
\Delta \Omega = a \left(1 - \exp\left(-b \frac{\Delta E}{E_{\text{beam}}}\right)\right) \\
b = -0.0727 \quad a = -0.1169
\]

Three measurements:
1.) Without degrader
2.) Degrader under 0 °
3.) Degrader under 45 °
Energy of residual nuclei

- PACE4 fusion evaporation code was used to calculate energy distribution of residual nuclei [2]
- Only the channels leading to residual nuclei with significant alpha decay were investigated
- Residual nuclei of xn and 1pxn channels had similar parameters under the specific beam energy ($E_{\text{lab}}$)
- Angular distribution was similar (2° peak) for all channels across the investigating $E_{\text{lab}}$ region (140-240 MeV)
- Energy distribution was getting wider with the higher $E_{\text{lab}}$, but was preserved under the specific $E_{\text{lab}}$
- Some channels lead to the same residual nuclei: like 2p4n and 1a2n >> 178Pt.
- Alpha channels had significantly split energy distribution under the low angle
- Knowledge of residual nucleus energy is needed to estimate ranges in catcher foils

Energy and angular distribution of residual nucleus under $E_{\text{lab}}$ 180 MeV and 230 MeV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>$E_{\text{lab}}$ (MeV)</th>
<th>180Hg</th>
<th>181Hg</th>
<th>181Au</th>
<th>178Hg</th>
<th>179Hg</th>
<th>179Au</th>
<th>178Pt</th>
<th>2p4n and 1a2n channel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4n channel</td>
<td>180 MeV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3n channel</td>
<td>180 MeV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1p2n channel</td>
<td>180 MeV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1p4n channel</td>
<td>230 MeV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p4n and 1a2n channel</td>
<td>230 MeV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Estimation of ranges in catcher foils

- Energy of residual nuclei was estimated from PACE4 data and the beam distribution in the target
- Simulations of ranges in catcher foils didn’t match the experiment well and was probably caused by complexity of energy and angular straggling. Geometrical imperfections like thickness uniformity and rumpeling (of degraders, target, catcher foils itself) cause additional straggling which is unable to simulate.
- Therefore, the several slight variations of calculated energy distribution of residual nucleus were tried to fit the experimental data. For the fast calculation of mean ranges a code based on SRIM tables [3] was designed.
- Experimental yields from foils № 2, 3, 4 were used for range distribution estimation
Decay progeny of residual nucleus

- Code for decay progeny numerical calculation using ENDF-VIII.gnds decay database was designed.
- Algorithm was compared with LISE++ utility for Evolution of radiation residue yield calculation [4],[5].
- Algorithm could calculate optional cycles with defined irradiation and decay times (including movement time).
- Output alpha filter could be set to investigate just progeny with significant alpha decay.

Calculation via numerical LabVIEW code of 180Hg progeny for current 100ppt, irradiation 9.8 s, decay 10.2 s with 10 repetitive cycles.

- Evolution shows that equilibrium is reached at ~8th cycle.
Normalization of alpha decay amplitudes on one disintegration of mother isotope

- All investigated residual nuclei decay progenies established equilibrium during first few cycles
- After the 15th measurement cycle the number of alpha disintegrations was stable and didn’t change further
- If the irradiation current is 100ppt then during exposition time 9.8s, 980 isotopes were accumulated
- Amplitude of one disintegration could be simply obtained by division of alpha disintegrations number during measurement time by 980
- Number of disintegrations before equilibrium could be neglected with respect to the high number of cycles during the experiment (~500 cycles per one specific $E_{lab}$).
- All alpha modes were examined

![Decay chain of 180Hg](image)

![Number of alpha disintegrations during the measurement time per cycle (10+10) with irradiation current 100 ppt](image)
Simulation of the alpha spectra from the catcher foils

- Alpha spectra were simulated in TRIM Monte Carlo code (Transport of Ions in Matter) [6]
- Input parameters were generated via LabVIEW code as TRIM.DAT input file for TRIM simulation
- In order to shorten simulation time the cosine directions of alpha were generated in solid angle 75 °
- Simulations were performed for the specific depths (0 - 0.8 um) inside the catcher foil with the specific alpha energies (3.5 – 7 MeV)
- Simulations were calculated in batch mode (TRIMAUTO) controlled from LabVIEW
- Also silicon dead layer (50 nm) of detector were taken account

![Algorithm for generation of the uniformly spread cosine directions, to simulate isotropic radiation](image)

Front panel of code for generating TRIM.DAT input file for TRIM simulation
TRIM simulation results projection on geometry of detectors

- Code for TRIM results projection on detectors geometry was designed.
- All simulated spectra in detectors were obtained with respect of collimation by setup construction
- Code also allows to calculate geometric efficiency of detectors.
- Geometric efficiency were also simulated in Geant4 via geantino particle for higher statistics
- Simulations have shown high influence of neighboring foils on detectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>0.0830</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>0.0066</td>
<td>0.0377</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>0.0486</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
<td>0.0608</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>0.0313</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Modeling of spectra in detector for specific residual nuclei

- Simulated alpha spectra were used to model spectra in detector caused by specific residual nuclei.
- Initial alpha energy and simulated (mass center energy) from different depths of foil have linear dependencies.
- Smooth step of energy and depth was obtained by linear regression and convolution of closest spectrum on calculated position.

Position of energy mass center in detector $E_{DET}$ could be calculated for desired depth in foil $D$ and initial alpha energy $E_{INI}$ by formula:

$$E_{DET} = E_{INI} \cdot (D \cdot -0.0193724 + 1.0162) + (D \cdot 0.274099-0.230097)$$

Every combination of detector and foil have different formula, shown one is for detector №3 detecting from foil №3.

Convolution of closest spectrum on desired position.
Modeling of spectra in detector for specific residual nuclei

- Calculated alpha lines amplitudes for the residual nuclei were convoluted with simulated spectra in detectors with respect to estimated range distribution in the catcher foils.
- Range distribution of the residual nuclei have strong effect on the final alpha spectrum
- With knowledge of the range distribution and detectors geometric efficiency a final spectrum could be estimated

\[
S(e) = \sum \left( a_{32} k_2 F_2 (e) + a_{33} F_3 (e) + a_{34} k_3 k_4 F_4 (e) \right) C_3
\]

- \( F_2(e), F_3(e), F_4(e) \) are normalized spectra on one disintegration
- \( K_1, K_2, K_3 \) are relative number of stopped isotopes in foils
- \( a_{32}, a_{33}, a_{34} \) are geometrical efficiencies of detector 3
- \( C_3 \) is relative ratio of stopped isotopes in foil 3 and Total yield
- \( S \) is fit of measured data (“multiplication of one disintegration”)
Fitting of model spectra into measured data

- All model spectra of residual nuclei \( (j) \) have to be convoluted by resolution of detector \( (\sigma = \sim 30 \text{ KeV}) \)
- Sigma \( \sigma \) of detector resolution is also fitting parameter, because of additional dispersion can appear.
- Additional dispersion can be caused by wrong model of alpha energy loss straggling \([7]\) and also increasing radiation damage of detectors during the experiment
- Total Yield \( N_j \) of specific residual nucleus is:

\[
S \otimes \sigma = \sum_{j} \left\{ \left( a_{32} \frac{k_2}{k_3} F_2(e) + a_{33} F_3(e) + a_{34} \frac{k_4}{k_3} F_4(e) \right) \otimes \sigma \right\} C_3
\]

LabVIEW code for constrained fitting of model functions
Correction of excitation functions on energy dispersion

- Energy dispersion $\Delta \Omega$ of the ion beam caused by Nickel degraders rise exponentially with the increasing of energy loss fraction $\Delta E/E_{\text{beam}}$
- Measured cross sections on small energies (close to the fusion barrier) were higher than possible ones, because beam energy $E_{\text{lab}}$ was also spread into the $E_{\text{lab}}$ region where higher Yield was.
- This effect was corrected by deconvolution of the result excitation functions by energy dispersion.
- After the deconvolution procedure the excitation functions are in higher correlation with theory

![Graphs showing cross sections before and after deconvolution](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

Determined cross sections of $xn$-evaporation channels of the reaction $^{40}\text{Ar} + ^{144}\text{Sm}$ measured by using the catcher foil method (year 2017) a) before and b) after deconvolution. (Dashed lines- NRV channel coupling model)
Conclusion

• Excitation functions of \( xn \) channels were calculated from measured data with sufficient confidence

• Other channels currently are under analysis

• Classical peak fitting was impossible to perform due to complexity of measured spectra

• Fitting by model functions fixed energies and relative amplitudes with respect for decay evolution

• Fitting by model functions with fixed parameters has shown a sufficient solution for complicated spectra
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